standing nuclear transport receptor function at atomic
sequence and length are highly conserved between Imp␤ N from lower and higher eukaryotes, and it is also Results and Discussion found in transportin. As detailed below, it is involved in Ran binding. Six of the intermotif connections contain Structure Determination The complex of RanGppNHp with the Imp␤ N fragment additional helices, in five cases 3 10 helices. The long connection between repeats 7-8 is formed by the eloncrystallized in space group P2 1 . The two complexes in the asymmetric unit (termed A and B hereafter) show gated helix B7 (25 residues) and an extra long B7-A8 site has been determined here, the structure of Imp␤ N shows a number of surface-exposed acid patches that could be involved in BIB binding, the most conspicuous Flexibility of Imp␤ and Cargo Binding of which is the protruding stalk ( Figure 4C ). The difficulty of finding isomorphous data sets during the X-ray data collection and the incomplete noncrystallographic symmetry between the two complexes in Model of the Ran-Imp␤ Interaction the asymmetric unit were a hint for intrinsic flexibility of with Ran-RanBD the molecule. This is corroborated by comparing the Although hydrolysis of the Ran-bound GTP can in princitemperature factors of the two Imp␤ molecules from the ple be accomplished by RanGAP, the disassembly of asymmetric unit of the crystal ( from Ran-transport receptor complexes, which has to of nuclear export via GTP hydrolysis, the transport rebe verified by biochemical experiments. Structural studceptors need to be dissociated from Ran, as they block ies involving Imp␤-cargo and exportin-Ran-cargo comRanGAP catalysis, whereas the RanBPs in fact stimulate plexes need to be done before we can fully understand hydrolysis. The stimulation of dissociation of RanGTP the allosteric regulation via Ran that occurs during cargo transport receptor complexes by RanBP1 is qualitatively transport in and out of the nucleus. An important step and/or quantitatively different for various receptors. In in that direction, however, has been achieved with the the case of CAS, RanBP1 is sufficient to dissociate CAS structure reported here. from Ran (Bischoff and Gö rlich, 1997), whereas in the case of Imp␤, the addition of Imp␣ is required for disas- 
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